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how progressive they are when they routinely attempt to
block change. Others brag about mission statements
that are little more than financial targets, or they boast
about how they empower their staff when, in reality,
they micromanage them. When highly talented individ-
uals say such things but fail to walk the talk, it is clear
that a better understanding is needed of what effective
leadership in academic medicine is all about.
What is leadership?
Ask a room full of leaders to explain what they mean
by leadership and no two responses will be exactly the
same (Table I). Leadership is difficult to define. It can-
not be portrayed by a picture. It is not a discipline that
relies on the scientific method. Often a story or power-
ful narrative best captures its essence. Leadership, at its
core, is a very human activity, and qualities like honesty,
fairness, and credibility are fundamental and recurrent
themes regardless of the leadership situation involved.
I define leadership as the art of instilling in people the
desire to strive together to create a better future.
Explicit in this definition are several key words. That
leadership is an art means that it requires knowledge,
effort, and practice. Although the study of leadership is
not an exact science and there is no instruction book to
follow, the critical ingredients of leadership can be
learned—indeed, they have to be learned. Leadership is
not a position; it is a collection of practices and behav-
ior. Leaders are not necessarily charismatic and they do
not possess special gifts. If there are natural born lead-
ers, I have not met one yet.
Leadership fundamentally involves relationships with
people who often have wide-ranging backgrounds and
different agendas. Leaders inspire these individuals to
want to work collectively, often against resistance,
toward a common goal or vision. In leading this effort,
leaders are remarkably tolerant of diversity in people.
They do not seek to replicate themselves. They focus
largely on a person’s values and contribution to the
greater good. 
As change agents, leaders must persuade their fol-
lowers to make the necessary sacrifices to build a better
tomorrow. This role is especially relevant to academic
surgeons given the current turbulent health care envi-
ronment. Change is difficult because it is threatening
and painful. Therefore it takes time and commitment
A willingness to accept the risk of failure is one




S earch Amazon.com for “leadership” and you willdiscover more than 5000 entries on the subject, the
majority published in the past ten years. One would pre-
sume that there must be an unexploited market for these
kinds of books if dozens are being printed every month.
Does this mean that leadership was not a top organiza-
tional priority before 1990? Have we suddenly recog-
nized that leadership is critically important to institu-
tional performance? Not at all.
The key role of leadership in moving an organization
forward has been appreciated for many years. What
seems to have changed is our understanding of what
effective leadership is all about. In the past, good lead-
ership was really good management. The emphasis was
on controlling, planning, and predictability. Today, it is
becoming increasingly clear that effective leaders spend
their time with a different focus—aligning people,
motivating them, and creating useful change. 
Ask people who have worked at an academic medical
center for more than five years if things have changed
and they will look at you as though you are from anoth-
er planet. The amount of turmoil that has pervaded
these mammoth institutions in the past several years has
been enormous.2,3 One of the criticisms directed at aca-
demic medical centers is that they have been slow to
respond to this rapidly evolving health care environ-
ment. This sluggishness may be due in part to ineffec-
tive leaders who are still trying to run their enterprises
by outdated methods. Some of these people talk about
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and a lot of leadership from a lot of people. The will-
ingness to embrace change and use it to one’s advan-
tage can transform the department of surgery in such a
way that it performs better for patients, faculty, resi-
dents, and staff. 
A leadership equation. Much as leadership is awk-
ward to describe, its success is difficult to quantify.
How does one know how a leader is doing? One for-
mula4 that measures excellence in leadership by linking
performance with personal qualities can be represented
by the following equation:
Leadership effectiveness = Results × Personal qualities
Although this formula seems straightforward, it is not
as clear-cut as it might seem. How a particular depart-
ment of surgery defines results will depend, in part, on
its goals, culture, and core ideology. While results in-
variably take into consideration financial performance
of the clinical activities, most academic departments
also care about the success of the research enterprise
and the quality of their educational programs. Here
again, it becomes key to define performance. Histori-
cally, departments have graded their research programs
on the basis of numbers of papers published and/or
numbers of grants awarded. Other metrics such as
quality, innovation, and career development are also
important,5 and the extent to which they are valued will
influence the assessment of leadership effectiveness.
The personal qualities of a leader are as important as
results are in determining leadership effectiveness.4
They include the leader’s knowledge (what the leader
knows), actions (what he or she does), and values (what
the leader “is”). Studies that focus on what leaders need
to know to succeed demonstrate that they must have
experience with setting direction and fostering team-
work, as well as a keen grasp of the competitive envi-
ronment. Leaders must also be able to turn what they
know into action. Leaders have to be able to do many
things well: listening, empowering, inspiring, dealing
with problems, and visibly recognizing others’ accom-
plishments are among the most important.
Clearly, what leaders know and do is essential, but
more critical is what leaders “are.” Leaders are the
highly visible embodiment of the department’s mission
and core values. Through their conduct and behavior,
they represent the essence of what the organization
should stand for. Followers choose leaders who are for-
ward thinking, honest, and fair. These core human val-
ues cannot be compromised as the department pursues
its goals.
Individuals who score well on qualities but poorly on
results are not really leaders. They may have superb
interpersonal skills and expertise in certain areas, but
poor results translate into ineffective leadership. Some
people define results in terms of maintaining the status
quo, hoping that they will get high marks on their lead-
ership report card. Such a strategy is never sustainable
in the long run. Great leaders do the right thing. They
know where the department needs to go, and they move
in that direction even if it means a radical departure
from the status quo. All the popularity in the world will
not cover up a lousy performance for very long.
Table I. Some definitions of leadership
The best leadership frames the organization’s mission and values in ways that members find transcendent: the goals of the business are transmuted from
the dross of ordinary work into higher goals that are worthy of heroic efforts and even sacrifices.
—Judith Bardwick16
Leadership defines what the future should look like, aligns people with that vision, and inspires them to make it happen despite the obstacles.
—John Kotter10
The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank-you. In between, the leader is a servant.
—Max de Pree17
Leadership is the set of qualities that causes people to follow.
—Marshal Loeb, Stephen Kindel11
A leader is someone who understands where people are going and stands in front of them.
—Ghandi18
The most important characteristic of a good leader is the ability to create readiness for change and an understanding of the change processes.
—Elaine Rubin19
The very highest leader is barely known by men. Then comes the leader they know and love. Then the leader they fear. Then the leader they despise. 
The leader who does not trust will not be trusted. When actions are performed without unnecessary speech the people say, “We did it ourselves.”
—Lao Tsu20
The leader of the future will be one who creates a culture or value system based on principles.
—Stephen Covey21
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At the other extreme are those individuals who get
impressive results in terms of achieving goals but lack
credibility because they use an autocratic style, exhibit
questionable ethical behavior, or fail to build trust.
They may be quite productive, but the means by which
they get results are unacceptable. They may intimidate
people with a command and control style in an attempt
to generate more work, but eventually they fail as lead-
ers because they lose the support of their followers.
An approach to leading change
The leader of the future will define what an academ-
ic department of surgery should know, do, and be; har-
ness the faculty to that vision; and inspire them to cre-
ate the necessary changes to attain the goals and results
expressed by the vision, despite the roadblocks and
hurdles. This leadership challenge involves four funda-
mental questions. 
Why do we exist? What is the point of what we do?
Rather than first asking, “Where should we go and how
should we get there?,” leaders begin with the question,
“What do we stand for and why are we in this business
of academic surgery?” The department’s mission state-
ment defines purpose and sets direction. It should be
short, understandable, and unequivocal. As a concise
declaration of what the department is trying to accom-
plish, it focuses on broad but clear objectives.
Sometimes these goals can be articulated in such a
way that the mission is not obvious. “We want to
increase our research funding by 25%” sounds like a
clear-cut, unambiguous mission when it really is not.
The 25% goal is a target the department hopes to
achieve, but the mission is not defined. A mission state-
ment that focuses on numerical goals rather than on
purpose can be confusing because it fails to define the
reason the department exists. “Our mission is to pro-
vide the highest quality care to our patients and to the
members of our community, as well as to improve
patient care through teaching and biomedical research,”
is a much clearer statement of purpose.
Some organizations serve those in power, rather than
the mission itself.6 When this happens the organiza-
tion’s purpose runs the risk of becoming clouded or
misdirected. The chief may ask, “What do I want to do
(to achieve my goals)?,” rather than asking, “Where
does the department need to go (to attain its goals)?”
Being mission-based means that key decisions are
referred to the mission. The legitimate source of
authority is the mission and the goals and ideas put
forth in it. The Founding Fathers were not the authori-
ty on which the United States had its inception. The
Constitution was.
Academic medical centers must keep in mind that
their mission is different from that of for-profit entities
(Table II).7 For-profit organizations exist to make a
profit. They do so by selling their products and ser-
vices. Both consumers and shareholders are key cus-
tomers. Academic medical centers exist to provide
patient care, conduct research, and teach. Some of
these goods and services can be allocated in the mar-
ketplace on the basis of open competition and some
cannot. The activities involved in providing these spe-
cial goods and services (those that are difficult or
impossible to distribute fairly via conventional market
methods) are the social missions of academic medical
centers.8 They encompass physician training, research,
and the provision of medical care to the uninsured and
underprivileged.
Although the axiom “no margin, no mission” has
often been quoted, equally pertinent is the expression,
“no mission, no margin.” A key leadership responsibil-
ity is maintaining the mission focus, linking that mis-
sion to a compelling vision, and creating the shared
values that will guide the department in its pursuit of
that vision.
Where are we today? Before the department can
formulate and implement a rational game plan guided
by its mission, it needs to know where it is today. It
does this by acquiring a thorough understanding of the
current state of affairs. The process begins with a sur-
vey of both the internal and external environment. 
A number of techniques can be used to conduct an
internal audit.3 The SWOT analysis is commonly used
to assess the department’s competitiveness by examin-
ing its Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats. The chair can begin the process by conducting
an inventory of the department’s existing strengths
(assets) and weaknesses. Several key questions should
Table II. Differences between for-profit entities and academic medical centers 
Entity Mission Means of achieving mission Primary customer
For-profit corporations Margin (profit) Sales Consumers; shareholders
Academic medical centers Patient care, research, education Margin Patient
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be asked: What distinct capabilities give our depart-
ment a unique competitive edge in this region? How
easy is it for our competitors to copy these core com-
petencies? What deficiencies and gaps need to be
plugged? 
The external (industry) environment is governed by a
set of forces that determine the nature and degree of
competition in the regional marketplace3,9: the threat of
new players, the bargaining power of providers, the
bargaining power of payers, the threat of substitute ser-
vices (eg, “surgicenters”), the rivalry among the exist-
ing industry players, information systems, and reputa-
tion. In general, the department of surgery has minimal
control but some influence over these forces. For aca-
demic departments of surgery to favorably position
themselves in this environment and influence it, the
leadership must analyze the environment and learn
what factors control it. An understanding of the dynam-
ics of these competitive forces is essential. 
Where do we want to go? What do we want to
accomplish? With a mission statement in place and a
sense of where the department is today, the leadership
can begin to ask, “Where do we need to go?” A good
department chair does not begin by asking, “What do I
want?” Rather, the initial question is, “What does the
department need to do to be successful?”
Vision refers to a picture of the future with some
implicit or explicit commentary on why people should
strive to create that future, which serves three purpos-
es.10 First, by clarifying the general direction the
department needs to follow, it simplifies countless
details. Second, it inspires people to move in that direc-
tion, often against resistance, because change is
painful. Finally, it helps coordinate the actions of the
members of the department efficiently and effectively.
A vision paints a picture. It is easy to embrace its mes-
sage. It is flexible but clear. It uses words that resonate
with and matter to a lot of people.
A vision that does not mirror the environment is
almost invariably doomed to failure. It would be silly
for academic medical centers to craft a vision that
revolved around differentiating themselves as the
region’s low cost provider. For people to buy into and
rally behind a vision, it must reflect marketplace reali-
ties and mission goals. The vision must be developed
with input from multiple stakeholders and must be
shared throughout the organization. One of the major
reasons that transformation initiatives fall short is the
failure of the leadership to develop and/or communi-
cate a practical, appealing vision. 
Effective leaders use their knowledge, experience,
and wisdom to create a compelling vision, but they also
use their imagination.11 They draw on powerful narra-
tives to produce images that move people such that they
are “brought into the story viscerally and feel that, yes,
this is my story; I want to be part of this.”12 Martin
Luther King’s vision, “I have a dream that my four chil-
dren will one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin but by the content of
their character,” was stirring because it went far beyond
skin color and character. People were able to imagine a
world where their was justice, equality, and peace. 
How do we get there? What’s the strategy?
Strategy is the term used to describe what the depart-
ment does to get what it wants. It is a plan linked to a
series of actions designed to achieve a set of goals.
Strategy is about choices, choices that purposefully
limit what the department does. In the process, it is cru-
cial to distinguish between mission (what the depart-
ment of surgery exists to do), strategic objectives (what
the department wants to accomplish), limitations (what
the department cannot do), and constraints (what it
must do to survive).
While the chair and/or division chiefs formulate
strategy, the responsibility for implementing the strat-
egy should be delegated to those individuals whom the
change initiative will most directly affect. Major trans-
formation programs are rarely successful unless the
people on the front lines are empowered to make the
necessary changes. Academic medical centers are dis-
covering that they perform best when their leaders
spend their time setting direction and inspiring people
while delegating the authority and accountability to
manage work units to those individuals directly
responsible for them. This approach will go a long
way in building a sense of ownership and institutional
loyalty.
For example, as part of a cost-containment strategy,
the senior leadership may target a reduction in length of
stay and resource use, but the actual execution of the
strategy should be the responsibility of the faculty, res-
idents, nurses, and administrators. Simultaneously,
institutional support must be provided so that when
goals such as “reduce length of stay by one full day”
are established, the infrastructure exists so they can be
achieved. 
Any strategic plan should be tailored to the level of
uncertainty in the external environment and should be
tied to measurable goals.13 Multiple parties should cri-
tique it before it is implemented, and the plan should be
constantly monitored and revised as necessary. The
resource allocation process should mirror the strategy.
When the future is clear, the strategic choices are obvi-
ous (eg, the shift of inpatient surgery to the outpatient
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setting). When several scenarios are possible (eg, how
information technology might affect health care deliv-
ery in the next five years), leaders must consider each
of these possibilities and build a portfolio of actions
ranked by their risk and by their payoff profiles.
Finally, when the future is quite uncertain with a whole
range of possible outcomes (eg, how international
health care alliances will materialize in the next
decade), the leader may choose to focus the existing
marginal resources on more predictable projects.
Dealing with these ambiguities is part of leadership.
Running a department with highly competent indi-
viduals but no strategic plan is like performing surgery
without a patient on the operating table. There is no
way to put the skills to work. Much like customers help
the department focus on its vision by aligning its core
competencies to execute the strategy, the patient with a
specific surgical ailment helps the surgeon provide care
by aligning his technical and judgmental skills to per-
form the proper operation.
A framework for linking mission, vision, values,
and strategic planning. Senge6 notes that while mis-
sion is foundational, it is insufficient in and of itself.
We cannot tell how we are doing by examining mission
alone. We need a vision and a strategy (Fig 1).
Likewise, vision means little without a mission because
this purpose instills both the passion and commitment
for a difficult journey. Passion and commitment are
powerful, but when frustrated they can become danger-
ous, leading to disenchantment, fragmentation, and iso-
lation. Core values define how the members of the
department (and organization) will live in pursuit of the
vision. 
Strategy links mission to vision by guiding the allo-
cation of time, resources, and people with the goal of
improving the department’s competitive position in the
marketplace. The strategy must focus on results. Its
success must be evaluated continuously. Management
of risk and uncertainty occurs during all strategic phas-
es, from planning to implementation. Leaders are
effective managers of change and risk. Their presence,
or lack thereof, is felt primarily when major change is
occurring. The leader of any strategic initiative must
actively monitor the strategy by building in feedback
and improvements. Value created by the clinical,
research, and teaching programs must be measured so
that revisions in the strategic plan can be made. 
Leadership in academic surgery: The force that
unifies the troops
It is becoming increasingly clear that leadership is
not just about methods, but about ideas that are visions
of a better future that are anchored in basic moral prin-
ciples and universal values. These standards are inher-
ently powerful for university-based physicians. They
give meaning to the work we do. They have their gen-
esis in theology and virtue ethics which, when integrat-
ed with the healing arts and the university, serve as the
roots that anchor our hospitals and medical schools.7
Over time, this foundation gave birth to the social mis-
sions of academic medical centers as we know them
today (Fig 2). 
Fig 1. Aligning mission, vision, values, and strategic planning.
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Kouzes and Posner14 note that “the first milestone on
a journey to leadership credibility is clarity of personal
values.” Once the principles that will govern our
actions are established, they will give purpose to the
decisions we make. Leaders who cannot personally
adhere to a worthy set of values cannot convince others
that those values are worthwhile. Not surprisingly, the
leadership qualities most important to followers are
honesty and trust. “In essence,” says O’Toole,15 “the
leadership challenge is to provide the glue to cohere
independent units in a world characterized by forces of
entropy and fragmentation. Only one element has been
identified as powerful enough to overcome those cen-
tripetal forces, and that is trust. And recent experience
shows that such trust emanates from leadership based
on shared purpose, shared vision, and especially,
shared values.” Leaders begin by creating a culture cen-
tered on principles and values that resonate with their
followers and then inspire them to accomplish their
highest aspirations. 
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Fig 2. The link between the origins and social missions of academic medical centers.
